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Abstract. In the current collaborative and extended-enterprise environment, 
product definition must be exchanged between original equipment manufactur-
ers (OEM) and other partners who contribute to the evolution of product defini-
tion. In many cases, an information package, which is associated with other  
objects in the DMU, must thus be extracted from the OEM’s Digital Mock -up 
(DMU) and be sent to partners and suppliers to allow them to perform the re-
quired work on their work packages (WP). The objective of our research is to 
maintain the associations between objects when a work package is removed 
from the DMU of the originator, modified by the subcontractor, and then re-
inserted into the DMU. We propose an association management model to trans-
pose the initial work package associations towards the modified work package, 
to reconcile these associations with the DMU and then propagate changes to-
wards the latter to maintain consistency.  

Keywords: Digital Mock-up, work package, Associations, transposition of as-
sociations, CAD data, Change propagation, reconciliation matrix. 

1 Introduction 

The collaborative development for Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is an indus-
try-lead research program focused on developing a collaborative environment for 
improved information management in the product development process while main-
taining confidential data security [1]. It is composed of five tasks: information sharing 
management, collaborative platform security, PLM process modeling, product man-
agement interface development and PLM simulation.  

The work presented in this paper concerns the first of these tasks, that of informa-
tion management sharing, especially CAD (Computer Aided Design) data sharing 
among partners. A product’s evolution requires the contribution of several partners. 
Therefore, data exchange between a project’s partners is pervasive and critical. This 
data is often associated with other data in a global digital mockup controlled by the 
project leader (the OEM’s DMU (Original Equipment Manufacturers of the Digital 
Mock-up)), which cannot be shared for various reasons, such as confidentiality. Once 
the value is added and brought to the work-package, it must be reintegrated into the 
OEM DMU. The new associations between work package and digital mock-up lose 
their coherence. There is as yet no solution to systematically manage the evolution of 
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associations. Our general objective is to develop a conceptual model that will allow 
efficient management of the associations that relate a WP (work package) to an 
OEM’s DMU in order to facilitate product information sharing with partners and 
suppliers. A major challenge to achieving this objective is to define a model of a WP 
and its context such that the various associations can be managed systematically. The 
association management model proposed here captures associations between the ini-
tial work package (iWP), extracted from the DMU, and the initial state of the OEM 
digital mock-up (iDMU), and then control the modifications performed on the initial 
work package (iWP) to obtain the modified work package (mWP). This management 
model will then help reconcile the associations between the modified work package 
(mWP) and the digital mock-up while propagating changes to the iDMU to obtain a 
modified DMU (mDMU) and maintain consistent information and associations.  

This paper is organized as follows. First, the problem at hand is structured so as to 
establish our starting point and assumptions. A literature review covering data man-
agement, information sharing and the propagation of change is presented next. Next, 
the possible scenarios changes of the work-package are presented. The proposed ap-
proach and algorithms of our associations’ management tool, including the user inter-
face, are detailed next, followed by illustrating example. The paper ends with our 
conclusions and perspectives on the future of this work. 

2 The State of the Art 

Several studies have focused on the management of associations between objects in a 
digital mock-up. Fortin et al. [2] developed dynamic links that provide a continuous dy-
namic exchange of data among different trades, which provides feedback from manufac-
turing to design. The work of Toche et al. [3] is focused on the implementation of a  
communication model that allows interoperability between the prototyping phase and the 
design phase. Their model is based on mapping coding and decoding through a central 
interface exchange. Zimmermann et al. [4] developed a system containing generic  
inter-view links called "Universal Linking of Engineering Objects" (ULEO) that form 
relationships between technical objects from different professions (design, manufacturing, 
quality). The ULEO system allows for the construction of a unique multi-view model. 
Yassine et al. [5] developed a system that provides improved management between hete-
rogeneous elements that make up the product development process. In other work, Yas-
sine et al. [6] developed the DSM (Design Structure Matrix). The DSM is a compact  
representation of the design process information. It is a design plan showing the order of 
tasks as well as the necessary checks required in the design process. In the context of data 
sharing and the propagation of changes between CAD objects, Chen et al. [7] developed a 
mechanism designed for better management and transfer of information between different 
product design phases using a top-down method. Tremblay et al. [8] [9] proposed a con-
ceptual model to manage associations and propagate changes in a business-focused appli-
cation. Giguère et al. [10] [11] presented manual propagation of changes, in an assembly 
during the modification of a part, as a tedious process that leads easily to data inconsisten-
cies. With the objective to protect the data during a transfer between partners, Mun et al. 
[12] proposed a CAD information sharing method based on skeleton models. This method 
guarantees the individual intellectual proprietary rights of each company contributing to 
the product design and to share only information necessary to change propagation.   
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• Valid Associations: Here the matching between the entities of the R-Object and 
those of the original O-Object is obvious if all entities’ IDs are preserved. The R 
and O objects are either absolutely identical (Figure 1 (a)), that is to say, the object 
is not modified, or structurally identical (Figure 1 (b)), if the object is modified but 
its constituting entities keep their cardinalities and identities. The correspondence 
between entities is therefore trivial and the associations are valid.  

• Partially Undetermined Associations: With this case, some entities are orphans 
upon first analysis. This arises either because the number of entities differs  
between the O- and the R-Objects, or because some entities find no ‘trivial’ 
equivalent via geometric equivalence or ID persistence. The former happens when 
m entities of the O-Object are destroyed/replaced by n entities on the R-Object. We 
therefore establish the correspondence between entities by grouping them. Three 
cases can be distinguished based on cardinality: m <n (Figure 2 (a)), m = n (Figure 
2 (b)), and m> n (Figure 2 (c)). In this figure, the faces shown in white are paired 
(matched) based on geometric equivalence or ID persistence, which reduces the 
search space for matching unpaired entities, that is, those for which associations 
are undetermined. Algorithms to transform these ‘grouped entities associations’ 
into ‘individual entities associations’ are proposed in the next section. 

(a) (b) (c)  

Fig. 2. Partially undetermined associations a) m <n; b) m = n; c) m> n 

• Totally Undetermined associations: In this case, all entities’ IDs are destroyed and 
their cardinality may vary as well. This can occur when there is a passage through 
a neutral format or when an entire object is replaced by a new one. All constituting 
entities are therefore considered new. Correspondence is established, in a first step 
at least, between the complete groups of entities of the two objects: original and re-
turned (Figure 3). Of course, some analysis can be conducted in order to pair enti-
ties based on their geometric definition and thus transform this extreme case into a 
‘Partially undetermined associations’ case. 
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4.1 Mathematical Representation  

The proposed mathematical representation enables modeling of the relevant associa-
tions between the  iDMU, the iWP and the mWP, so as to propagate changes to the 
DMU (Figure 4), with user involvement, in order to ensure geometric consistency. At 
the beginning, the iWP is associated with the iDMU. A matrix (the Association Ma-
trix, [Ma]) is used to represent these initial associations. Next, the evolution of the 
iWP towards the mWP is analysed, using algorithms described below, and the corre-
sponding entities are associated through a correspondence matrix ([Mc]). Combining 
these matrixes makes it possible to transpose the initial associations between an 
iDMU and an iWP into reconciled associations between that iDMU and that mWP. 
We will thus manipulate three matrices: the association matrix [Ma], the correspon-
dence matrix [Mc], and the reconciliation matrix [Mr]. These steps are detailed next. 

iWP

Initial 
association [Ma]

iDMU

i0

i1

i2
i3

i4

f0

f1

f2
f3

f4

f5  

Fig. 5. Association between an initial digital mock-up and an initial work package 

Associations between the iWP and the iDMU (Figure 5) are modeled as follows: 

( ) [ ]( )af M i=                                   (1) 

With: 
• (f) as the vector of the geometric entities (faces, edges, vertices) of the iWP, 

which can play a role (a functional relationship, a geometric constraint...) to 
link the work package to the iDMU. 

• (i) as the vector of geometric entities that define the interfaces of the iDMU 
that are linked to the iWP. To make the vector (i) as small as possible, only 
geometric object entities of the iDMU that are linked to the iWP are consid-
ered.  

•  [Ma] = [maij] is the initial association matrix that defines associations be-
tween the iDMU interfaces and the entities of the iWP, such that the ijth  
element of the matrix  [Ma], maij = 1 if the entity fj of iWP is associated with 
entity ii of iDMU, and equal to zero otherwise, as illustrated below.  
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In this case (Eq. 2): f1 = i1 if the entity (face) f1 of the iWP is associated with the enti-
ty i1 of the iDMU.  

4.2 Representing Correspondence Associations between iWP and mWP Entities  

The correspondence associations (Figure 6) between the iWP and the mWP associate, 
generally speaking, m entities from the iWP to n entities of the mWP, where one 
group of entities can play the role of the other in its same context (functional links, 
geometric constraints, etc.). For example, the face F0 (under the part in Figure 6) from  
the mWP can play the role of the initial entity f0 from iWP. Similarly, the modified faces 
F2,0, F2,1, F2,2 can replace the initial face f2. In Figure 6, these correspondences are shown 
in a table. Establishing this correspondence is no trivial task, and the proposed corre-
spondence algorithm [13] was developed. This algorithm enables automatic calculation  
 

 

Fig. 6. Correspondences between iWP and mWP entities 
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of the correspondence matrix between  iWP entities and entities of the mWP. For proc-
ess to occur, we must identify, for each entity of the iWP that carries an association with 
the iDMU, its ‘equivalent’ in the mWP, which is not a trivial task. Establishing the corre-
spondence matrix thus requires reconciling orphan entities (an entity of mWP is consid-
ered to be an “orphan” if its identifier is not found in the iWP) of the mWP to iWP  
entities, by analyzing both the neighboring entities of the orphan and its geometric char-
acteristics. For example, in Figure 6 the group of orphan entities in the mWP, F2,0, F2,1 

and F2,2 ,have F1 (paired with f1) and F3 (paired with f3) neighbours, and the entity f2 in 
the iWP has f1 and f3 as neighbours. So, the group of orphan entities (F2,0, F2,1 and F2,2) in 
the mWP is paired with the entity f2 in the iWP. If we have more than one solution (when 
several entities share the same neighbouring list in an iWP), geometric characteristics are 
used to reach the correct solution.  

The correspondence associations between both versions of the work package are 
represented as a matrix:  

( ) [ ]( )cF M f=                               (3) 

where: 

• (f) is the vector of the geometric entities (faces, edges and vertices) of the 
iWP; and 

• (F) is the vector of the geometric entities (faces, edges and vertices) of the 
mWP. 

To manipulate smaller vectors, we include only the entities that can play a role (func-
tional relationship, geometric constraint, etc.) in linking the iWP and the iDMU. 

•  [Mc] is the correspondence matrix between the iWP and the mWP. We will 
have the ijth element of the matrix [Mc] mcij = 1 if entity fi  of the  iWP corre-
sponds to entity Fj of the  mWP, i.e., if entity Fj can assume the role of fi in the 
association with the DMU (functional links, geometric constraints, etc.). In gen-
eral terms, the cardinality of these correspondences between entities is of type 
m: n, such that m=n, m>n or m<n. For the part shown in Figure 6, the  
correspondence matrix is shown in Equation 4. 
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In this case (Eq. 4):  

• F0 in the mWP corresponds to  (replace the) f0 in the iWP; 

• F1 in the mWP corresponds to f1 in the iWP; 

• F2,0 , F2,1 and F2,2 in the mWP corresponds to f2 in the iWP; 

• F3 in the mWP corresponds to f3 in the iWP; 

• F4 in the mWP corresponds to f4 in the iWP; 

• F5 in the mWP corresponds to f5 in the iWP; 

To work in the reverse, if we consider the case where iWP in the previous case is  
the mWP in this case and the mWP in the previous case is the iWP in this case, the 
equation 2 becomes: 
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Eq. 5  
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• f0 = F0 means f0 in the mWP corresponds to (replace the) F0 in the iWP; 

• f2 = F2,0 + F2,1 + F2,2 means f2 in the mWP corresponds to F2,0, F2,1 and F2,2  
in the iWP; 

4.3 Representing Reconciled Associations between iDMU and mWP  

The reconciled associations express how the DMU can ‘connect’ to the modified 
work package; they are obtained as follows:  
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Equation 1 and Equation 3   

( ) [ ]( )
( ) [ ]( ) ( ) [ ]( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]c

r r c a
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F M f
F M i avec M M M

f M i

=  = = ×
= 

       (6) 

 [Mr] is the reconciliation matrix of associations between the mWP and the iDMU. We 
will have mrij = 1 if entity Fi of the mWP is associated with interface entity j.  

Thus, to establish our associations’ management model, three matrices are used: 
the initial association matrix, the correspondence matrix and the reconciliation matrix. 
The association matrix is easily extracted from the starting point (iWP/iDMU). The 
correspondence matrix, however, must be obtained using a specific algorithm that is 
developed to find the correspondences between the mWP and the iWP and it’s not the 
object of this paper [13].    

4.4 Change Propagation  

Propagating change to the mDMU is the final step of the proposed association manage-
ment model. Several solutions can be considered to help users make the changes required 
to obtain coherent associations and geometry between the mWP and the mDMU. User 
assistance may be provided in the form of skeletons (sketches) or pseudo-imprints [9] 
[10] [11] [12]. That assistance implies that we must locate the areas of the DMU that 
need to be modified and provide users with the support they need (sketches and pseudo-
imprint) to apply the changes. Another way to assist users is to provide solutions in the 
form of connectivity maps [5]. In our study, we drew on the latter solution and chose to 
provide the user with an association reconciliation matrix based on two other matrices: a 
correspondence matrix [Mc] and an initial association matrix [Ma]. The reconciliation 
matrix enables us to determine, for each mWP entity, if it matches any of the DMU  
entities and if yes, which one(s). The user is also advised, via context messaging, of the 
principal changes that should be made to the DMU to maintain the consistency of the 
associations with the modified version of the work package.  

5 Illustration 

To illustrate and validate this approach, we take a milling machine table as a model. 
The modification scenario of the work package is: change in technological solution  
(T shaped to dovetail slide linkage). 

In the first phase, the initial association matrix [Ma] between the iWP and the iDMU is 
determined. In this example the associations are assembly constraints established within 
the DMU prior to extraction of the WP. This step consists of scanning the various assem-
bly constraints and identifying the entities in the iDMU that match those in the iWP.  

In the second step, correspondences between entities of the iWP and of the mWP 
are established. The orphan entities of the mWP are reconciled through the corre-
spondence algorithm, process that enables the correspondence matrix to be generated 
(as an Excel spreadsheet). This step is essential for the transposition of associations 
towards the mWP. The reconciliation results, the correspondence between the two 
versions of WP entities (initial and modified), as well as the correspondence matrix 
[Mc] are shown in figure 7. 
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The third step consists in reconciling the associations between the mWP and the 
mDMU. The reconciliation matrix [Mr] is calculated by multiplying the correspon-
dence matrix [Mc] by the initial association matrix [Ma]. The reconciliation matrix is 
provided to the user in an Excel spreadsheet so that the user is able to make the neces-
sary changes to the DMU in order to obtain consistent associations (Figure 8). A 
mDMU entity must be modified if it has an association with a mWP entity that has 
been modified. Therefore, we provide the user with decision making support so that 
he/she can make the changes required to obtain consistent associations and geometry. 
The user is alerted with a message indicating which entities need to be modified.  An 
annotation “Must be modified” is placed on each of these (Figure 8). 

6 Conclusion and Perspectives 

We have presented an association management model that functions in three steps. 
First, it captures the initial associations between the iWP/iDMU in the associations 
Matrix [Ma]. Next, it controls the modifications from the iWP to the mWP using the 
correspondence algorithm to calculate the correspondence Matrix [Mc]. This step 
makes it possible to transpose the initial associations to the mWP. Finally, the third 
step involves the reconciliation matrix [Mr], found by multiplying [Ma] and [Mc], to 
reconcile the associations and propagates changes to obtain a mDMU that is consis-
tent with the mWP. Recall that our objective is not to eliminate user intervention but 
rather to assist users through an efficient management model. This work provides 
decision making support for the user which allows him/her to associate the mWP with 
the mDMU and to identify the interface entities of the mDMU that must be modified 
in order to consistently match the mWP. This contribution will facilitate the data ex-
change between partners contributing to the evolution of a product while maintaining 
information consistency. This work is part of the process to solve the totally indeter-
mination association scenario by developing an algorithm that transforms indetermi-
nate cases into partially undetermined cases. This last algorithm is used to detect the 
similarity between work-packages (initial and final) and to match the similarities’ 
faces (Figure 13). The correspondence between other faces is determined by use of 
the same algorithm that was used to solve the partially undetermined associations 
case. 
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